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Quantifying seasonal bias in proxy reconstructions (for example, sea
surface temperature (SST)) has been a long-standing challenge, hampering our understanding of past climate evolution (for example, the
Holocene temperature conundrum)1,2. Recently, Bova et al.3 proposed
a seasonal to mean annual transformation (SAT) method that seems
to effectively remove SST signal caused by seasonal insolation change.
To extract mean annual SST (MASST) change for the Holocene epoch
(12–0 thousand years before present (kyr bp)), Bova et al.3 selected SST
records that additionally cover the last interglacial (LIG; 128–115 kyr bp)
period, for which SST is assumed to be solely attributed to variations
in local solar insolation, hence allowing for reliable quantification
of seasonal bias in SST records. However, this assumption is fundamentally incorrect because it overlooks the roles of internal Earth
system feedback (for example, sea ice) on LIG temperature change,
indicating that their findings are effectively biased by overcorrecting
insolation-induced seasonal bias in SST proxies.
We agree that global ice volume and greenhouse gas concentrations
were relatively stable during the LIG (Fig. 1a, b) and their direct contributions to seasonally unadjusted SST (SSTsn) changes might be trivial, in
comparison to the seasonal insolation change. However, this does not
mean that contemporary internal feedbacks of the system also have
a trivial role. Among various internal feedbacks (for example, sea ice,
cloud, vegetation and so on), sea ice is one representative example for
the LIG because it experienced significant contemporary advances as
suggested by reconstructions4,5 and climate models5–7.
Sea ice–albedo feedback is a well-acknowledged effectively positive
feedback on temperature changes. Recently, England et al.8 conducted
a sensitivity experiment applying a Representative Concentration
Pathway 8.5 sea-ice scenario—including an approximately 35% winter
sea-ice loss in the Southern Ocean and an approximately 70% summer
sea-ice loss in the Arctic (perennial sea-ice remnants persist)—under an
otherwise present-day climate background. They found that the polar
sea-ice loss can directly cause an increase of tropical MASST by more
than 0.6 °C (Fig. 2). In particular, all of the core locations used in Bova
et al.3 are characterized by mean annual warming with magnitudes in
a range between 0.4 and 1 °C.
During the peak warm period of the LIG (128–125 kyr bp), both polar
regions experienced significant sea-ice losses4,5 (for example, Antarctic
winter sea ice may have retreated by up to 65% (ref. 6) and a summer
sea-ice-free condition probably happened in the Arctic7) that were more
than those imposed in ref. 8. Following that, sea-ice volume increased
markedly (note that their driving mechanisms might be different—the
former is mainly driven by obliquity-induced mean annual insolation

while the latter is driven by precession-induced summer insolation9,10),
probably reaching present-day levels by the end of the LIG4,5 (that is,
115 kyr bp; for example, Fig. 1c). Therefore, it is reasonable to infer that
the sea-ice expansions could have caused MASST to decrease by at
least about 0.6 °C during the LIG without any additional changes in
the climate background (for example, insolation, greenhouse gas concentrations and ice volume) (Figs. 1a–c and 2). This indicates that part
of the MASST component in SSTsn change is directly attributed to the
sea-ice expansion and should be eliminated before applying the SAT
method. Of particular importance is that if this part is equivalent to,
or perhaps larger than, the seasonal insolation-induced component,
the phase between a corrected SSTsn and insolation would be different
from that in Bova et al.3. These lines of evidence therefore raise questions about the representativeness and reliability of the MASST stack of
Bova et al.3 in representing mean annual temperature change (Fig. 1f).
The mean annual cooling is also supported by other lines of evidence.
For instance, a global stack of benthic foraminifera δ18O (δ18Oc; where
δ18O represents the 18O/16O composition), which reflects mean ocean
characteristics given the weak seasonal cycle in deep ocean, has a significant enriching trend from 123 to 115 kyr bp11 (Fig. 1d). The δ18Oc stack
reflects changes in ambient temperature and the oxygen isotopic composition of seawater, which itself is a function of global ice volume11.
The stable global ice volume during the last part of the LIG12 (Fig. 1b)
therefore indicates that the isotopic trend should be attributed solely
to mean cooling, very probably associated with the sea-ice expansion4,5
(for example, Fig. 1c). This, as Bova et al.3 assumed that there were no
effects from sea-ice change on SST changes, contradicts a neutral LIG
temperature evolution as indicated by the SAT-calculated MASST stack
(Fig. 1f).
A further problem in Bova et al.3 is the model experiment used to
support their LIG SST results. The model setup has two fundamental
flaws that prevent it from being a reasonable and reliable reference.
First is the 100×-accelerated orbital change. This appears to effectively
induce biases in surface climate (for example, sea ice) in high latitudes
where deep ocean water masses reach the surface13 and, in turn, in the
global climate—a consequence of overlooking the role of slow feedback
on the fast feedback. Second is the ignoring of changes in ice volume
and greenhouse gas concentrations. Interglacial climate evolution
appears to depend on the climate change of the preceding deglaciation period14. This setup overlooks the associated slow and fast internal
feedbacks during the penultimate deglaciation period12, giving rise to
evident underestimation of polar warming/ice loss particularly in the
Antarctic realm during the peak warm periods15. Therefore, without
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Fig. 1 | Evolution and drivers of Holocene and LIG SST. a–l, Greenhouse gas
(GHG)-induced radiative forcing3 (a, g) sea-level reconstructions12 (b, h),
Antarctic ice-core sea-ice proxy (sea-salt sodium, ssNa)4 (c, i), global δ18Oc
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stack 11 (d, j), seasonally unadjusted SST stack 3 (e, k) and SAT-calculated MASST
stack 3 (f, l) for the LIG (a–f) and the Holocene (g–l). The age models for each
record are taken from the corresponding studies.
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Fig. 2 | Tropical mean cooling induced by sea-ice expansion. The results are
derived from the Community Earth System Model Whole Atmosphere
Community Climate Model, in England et al.8. The plot represents the mean
surface temperature anomaly between the present-day control run and the
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sea-ice sensitivity run (that is, temperature responses to polar sea-ice growth).
The dots represent core locations used in Bova et al.3. This figure was
generated by NCL16.

these critical feedbacks, the experiment might artificially reproduce
a climate in which orbital forcing solely dominates SST change that
is linearly following variations in local insolation. In addition, model
inconsistency on reproducing a coherent relationship between insolation and SST9 may also reduce the credibility of the results derived from
a single model. These issues therefore effectively limit the applicability
of these modelling results to supporting their SAT-calculated results.
Overall, the issues discussed indicate that internal feedbacks of the
system can shape interglacial temperature evolution, perhaps with
only a secondary role for insolation changes. During the Holocene,
internal feedbacks are much more complicated than those during the
LIG (Fig. 1). For instance, global ice volume reached its present-day level
from the early to middle Holocene and stayed stable until now (Fig. 1h).
At the same time, sea-ice volume probably increased in both the Arctic
(for example, ref. 5) and Antarctic (for example, ref. 4 and Fig. 1i). In fact,
this complexity creates challenges for current model performance on
internal climate feedbacks; for example, the TraCE (Transient Climate
Evolution) experiment TraCE-all applying alleged realistic climate forcing falls short of capturing Holocene sea-ice evolution especially in the
Southern Ocean. We applaud the strategy of Bova et al.3 of extracting
seasonal bias by using LIG SST change. Nevertheless, the assumption of
simplifying the Earth system to be solely driven by Earth’s orbit effectively undermines the reliability and robustness of their results. Therefore, we would suggest that the current conclusions by Bova et al.3 not
be considered as final unless combined with more supportive evidence
(that is, more pertinent SST records and an improved SAT method that
accounts for internal feedbacks (for example, sea ice)).
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The accompanying Comment1 questions various aspects of the seasonal to annual mean transformation (SAT) method proposed in our
original study2, suggesting that the final results are predetermined by
its underlying assumptions1. The primary critique raised relates to the
assumed dominance of external insolation over internal feedbacks in
shaping the evolution of interglacial temperatures, at least in the low
to mid-latitudes. While the issue as it relates to feedbacks arising from
slow components of the climate system needs to be further explored,
the role of feedbacks from fast processes, such as sea ice, should not
affect our conclusions qualitatively. The consistency of our trends with
fully coupled model simulations supports the suggested evolution of
mean annual temperatures throughout the Holocene epoch.
The SAT method offers a possible solution to the apparent discrepancy between proxy records showing long-term cooling3,4 and models,
which show long-term warming across the Holocene, known as the
Holocene temperature conundrum5,6. Importantly, it also offers a solution to the observed discrepancies between proxy archives; alkenone
and Globigerinoides ruber-Mg/Ca sea surface temperature (SST) reconstructions exhibit a systematic divergence in Holocene SST trends with
the former often indicating warming and the latter indicating cooling
across the Holocene, even at adjacent core locations7,8. It is therefore not
possible for both alkenone and G. ruber-Mg/Ca SST reconstructions to
record mean annual SSTs at a majority of low- to mid-latitude locations.
Nevertheless, they are largely considered to be mean annual records
when integrated into global reconstructions3,4, probably because there
has been no systematic approach for assessing proxy seasonal biases.
We remind the readers of this issue, as it must be addressed in any proposed solution to the Holocene conundrum. Model deficiencies, as
suggested in the accompanying Comment1, therefore may contribute
to the conundrum, but they are not a sufficient explanation.
The fact that the corrected records, generated by the SAT method,
are consistent with the trends suggested by state-of-the-art climate
models supports our argument that seasonal biases in proxy data are
a major reason for the disparity with models. Although seasonal biases
have previously been discussed, owing to the low eccentricity of Earth’s
orbit and the resulting low seasonal contrast in insolation, it is difficult
if not impossible to detect proxy seasonal biases in the modern ocean,
especially in the low latitudes, owing to the low signal-to-noise ratio. As
an illustration, despite a majority of sediment trap studies indicating
a greater flux of G. ruber and alkenone biomarkers in boreal summer

and autumn (including sites in the western tropical Pacific9,10, eastern
tropical Pacific11,12 and northwest Pacific13 and south of the subtropical
front on the Chatham Rise14; note an austral summer bias was observed
north of the front), an often observed ‘warm bias’ in SST estimates15,16
and discrepancies between the two SST proxies seen in many sites that
can be explained only if their carriers have different seasonal biases8,
measurements of G. ruber shell Mg/Ca and the alkenone unsaturation
index are interpreted and calibrated as reflecting mean annual surface
conditions. A mean annual interpretation is usually justified because
the correlation with both mean annual SST and boreal summer SSTs is
statistically indistinguishable8,9,15. Thus, seasonal biases in marine SST
proxies cannot directly be addressed in calibration studies, leading us
to ‘calibrate’ the SAT method using records from the last interglaciation
(LIG), when seasonality was at its maximum.
Notably, this ‘calibration’ method enables SAT to be applied widely,
overcoming the limitations of modern field studies. However, we caution that the SAT method cannot be applied blindly. For effective application of SAT, two key assumptions that underpin the method must
be upheld: the SST responds approximately linearly to local insolation, or to insolation that is highly correlated with the local insolation;
multi-millennial trends in LIG SST at the location are forced dominantly
by orbitally driven changes in local insolation or insolation that is highly
correlated with the local insolation. If either of these assumptions is
violated, SAT will not work and should not be applied.
We openly acknowledge that these assumptions will not be satisfied
in all locations. For example, there may be locations where feedback
processes responding to remote climate forcing uncorrelated to the site
local insolation overwhelm the response to changes in local insolation,
leading to changes uncorrelated with local insolation. In our compilation, we were therefore selective of the records included, limiting the
records included to low- to mid-latitude regions where SST is most
likely to respond linearly to the local insolation. Even within this region,
we were critical of the records used, excluding sites in proximity to
oceanographic fronts where SST can be strongly affected by nonlinear
dynamics as seen, for example, in a previous reconstruction4.
Nevertheless, in the accompanying Comment, Zhang and Chen1
question whether these assumptions can be reasonably upheld even in
the selected locations. While they agree that land ice and greenhouse
gases (GHGs) probably had a limited impact, the authors assert that
changes in polar sea ice may have had a non-trivial impact on SSTs at
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the locations studied, thereby violating the second assumption, and
invalidating the use of SAT. Sea ice, which is the focus of the Comment1,
is one possible mechanism that could induce a nonlinear response to
local insolation forcing. Furthermore, its impact can extend from high
to low latitudes via atmospheric and oceanic transport. Feedbacks
involving vegetation and clouds have also been suggested.
We do not dispute the possible and, in fact, likely influence of sea-ice
variations and other internal feedbacks on tropical and mid-latitude
SSTs, but it is not yet clear that their impact is sufficient to alter the SST
response such that it would be uncorrelated with local insolation, and
thereby invalidate the SAT method. Sea-ice feedback is a fast feedback,
similar to, for example, cloud feedbacks at high latitudes. Therefore,
unless its response to high-latitude insolation or other climate forcing
significantly differs in phase from tropical insolation, it will not affect
the tropical SST evolution. Reconstructions of variations in sea-ice
extent in the LIG17,18 and the impacts of sea ice on low- and mid-latitude
SSTs19 appear to follow the same phase to the insolation forcing as the
seasonally unadjusted proxy SSTs in most reconstructions, and will
therefore affect the amplitude of the overall response to the external
forcing ( June–August insolation) but not the phase. As discussed in
the supplementary methods of our original study, the SAT method is
insensitive to the amplitude of variations, and therefore, the calculated
MASSTs would not be compromised by sea-ice feedbacks.
Nevertheless, even if the sea-ice feedback has an effect, it is far from
clear whether its remote impact is strong enough to overwhelm the
local insolation effect quantitatively. Moreover, these feedbacks, to
the best of our knowledge, have been included in all current generation
climate models. As far as the global mean is concerned, these feedbacks
have apparently been seen to be far too weak to substantially change
the global mean trends5,19. In fact, despite continued increases in complexity, the sign and magnitude of the mid- to late Holocene global
mean temperature evolution has changed very little5,6. In fact, the latest
mid-Holocene simulations (Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison
Project Phase 4–Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6),
including all known feedback processes, suggest even greater Holocene warming than previous versions6, thereby doubling down on the
Holocene temperature conundrum.
The key takeaway here is that the efficacy of the SAT method is not
hindered by sea-ice feedback, or any other fast feedback process, so
long as their impacts either do not alter the phase of the identified
apparent seasonality of the SST record or are small relative to those
imparted by the local insolation forcing. The same is not true of slow
feedback processes, such as ice sheets and GHGs (associated with the
global carbon cycle), which have much longer timescales. Therefore,
they can be effectively considered as forcing ‘external’ to the coupled
ocean–atmosphere system, causing the phase of the response to deviate from that of the seasonal insolation. As neither land-ice volume
nor GHG concentrations vary substantially across the LIG, the only
relevant external forcing to consider during this period is insolation.
Although Zhang and Chen1 do not explicitly question the models,
they note that using an accelerated simulation may underestimate
polar warming as a consequence of not fully representing the nonlinear
feedbacks associated with millennial-scale climate variability during
termination 2. We note that in a 100× simulation there is ample opportunity for the near surface to respond to the forcing. This assertion is
supported by the fact that the 100× simulation gives the same results
as the nonaccelerated TraCE (Transient Climate Evolution) results
for the Holocene. Furthermore, even if early interglacial warmth was
underestimated in the accelerated simulation, this would affect only
the amplitude of the cooling observed in SST records, not the phase.
Given the complexity of the feedbacks and the transport processes,
the net effects of all the feedbacks and local insolation are difficult to
assess. Our model test of SAT is a first attempt in this direction. We show
that a simple linear response of SST to local insolation produces SST
estimates consistent with climate models that include feedbacks and

nonlinear dependencies, thereby resolving the Holocene temperature
conundrum. Furthermore, seasonal biases detected using SAT can
resolve the second conundrum (that is, proxy–proxy discrepancies).
In our opinion, these results provide strong support for the hypothesis
that the SST response to local insolation and/or insolation that is highly
correlated with the local insolation is dominant, at least over much of
the low to mid-latitudes. Nevertheless, this hypothesis requires further
testing, and we encourage continued investigation.
Several lines of evidence including the benthic δ18O stack20 (where
18
δ O represents the 18O/16O composition), deep and intermediate ocean
cooling, ice-core noble gas records of mean ocean temperature21,22 and
direct proxy records of subsurface temperatures from the Pacific23
suggest cooling across the last and current interglacials apparently at
odds with our compilation. However, we remind the readers that our
compilation is restricted to the low to mid-latitudes (40° N–40° S), and
does not reflect changes in the high latitudes. Deep and intermediate
waters, which make up more than 90% of the volume of the oceans,
form at the high latitudes at the coldest season of the year, and thus,
arguably the evolution of deep ocean temperature may be biased
towards the high-latitude winter temperature rather than reflecting
annually averaged global mean temperatures at the surface at orbital
timescales. In fact, if less heat is being sequestered in the deep ocean,
more heat will remain at the surface, potentially amplifying surface
warming trends across past interglacial periods as suggested by the
SAT and model results.
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